
MAY 2022 Monthly Report



May Executive Summary – Consumer Campaign
• With smaller paid media budgets in May in comparison to previous months, there were overall less impressions and TOS conversions. 

Additionally, the spring creative came to an end and summer creative was introduced. However, TOS costs still decreased by $12 and 
total TOS conversions only fell 29% despite a 56% lower overall spend than the previous month.

• Within the three primary markets, Los Angeles earned 38% of total conversions, followed closely by Houston at 37% and Dallas at 
25%. Expanded markets of Monterey-Salinas and Fresno had much different results than what was observed in April: Monterey-Salinas 
ran the majority of TOS conversions at 68%, while Fresno earned just 31%. The Jones Family outperformed all other personas when 
comparing key metric indicators such as impressions, clicks and TOS at 115 seconds.

• All May video across social, OTT and YouTube ended on April 24th due to snow imagery being in the creative. With the shift from spring 
to summer creative, the high performing video removal caused social TOS conversions to fall by 60%.



• As budgets optimized towards the end of the fiscal year, the MCC campaign paced slightly slower in spend in 
May than in April with 26,000 fewer impressions. With this, there were 16 TOS conversions earned in May 
compared to 50 conversions in April.

• Display earned 75% of total TOS conversions and Video/Social earned just 25%.

• Due to the minimal budget, Paid Social served very little impressions and generated very few conversions.

• Additionally, inflation has been impacting corporate travel planning, with many businesses foregoing summer 
travel to save on budgets.

May Executive Summary – MCC Campaign



• Website traffic decreased in May most likely due to a decrease in paid media and organic search traffic. 
However, the amount of visitors was still strong at over 57K.

• The average session duration was 1:22 (industry average is 1 minute). Users and sessions were also up by 
40% when compared YoY.

• Top website audiences followed similarly to the paid media target audiences. Website visitors from Arizona had 
the highest amount of engagement on the site at over two minutes on the site.

• Top pages continued to be activities-based pages like the spring page as well as other helpful resources. More 
so than in winter, however, activities pages were much more visited than the resource pages.

May Executive Summary - Website



• In May, two blogs were posted including one on rainy day/indoor activities and one related to the 4th 
of July drone show.

• Two enewsletters were also sent out during the month of May. One of them highlighted summer 
planning, working from nature and promoting mid-week travel. The second promoted in-market 
events and activities like Clean Up Day, Made in Tahoe and the summer long music series. Both 
boasted higher-than-average open rates of 27% and 28%, respectively (industry average is 16%).

• CrowdRiff metrics also did decrease a bit this month, most likely as there was a shift from spring 
imagery to summer imagery.

May Executive Summary - Content



May Executive Summary – PR Coverage
• In May, there were three secured clips with estimated digital monthly visits of 7.49M and estimated digital 

coverage views of 115K.

• Coverage featured the July 4th drone show, 7 best Via Ferrata routes in the US and discovering Tahoe through 
hiking trails.

• Pitching efforts primarily focused on Memorial Day visits, sustainability, hiking trails and Clean Up the Lake with 
Tony Sots.

• Augustine and Visit California also partnered with influencer @suzionthemove, who shared North Lake 
Tahoe with her 64K followers.

https://www.instagram.com/p/CeBlM3aLRAg/


May Executive Summary – Organic Social Media
• In May, Facebook content featured spring activities and sustainability messaging. There were just over 2M 

impressions and 13K post clicks, and while impressions decreased, there was an overall increase in 
engagements which is a positive indicator that content is resonating well. In fact, the average engagement rate 
was 3.4% (benchmark 0.30%).

• Instagram content generated 324K impressions, a decrease from April due to boosted posts reaching less users 
at a lower frequency. Landscape and sustainability-themed posts were popular, with an Earth Day post 
generating 1,157 engagements and 25 saves.

• Augustine continued to build out video content including a video of lakeside views. This video was featured as a 
reel on Instagram and received 20K views and 1.5K engagements.



Paid Media



Consumer Paid Media



• Overall, the May spend was $48,000 less than April media, as the spring campaign came to a close. However, TOS costs still decreased 
by $12. Lower spend naturally resulted in fewer impressions and TOS conversions than April. Total TOS conversions only fell 29% 
despite a 56% lower overall spend than the previous month.

• Within the three primary markets, Los Angeles earned 38% of total conversions, followed closely by Houston at 37% and Dallas at 
25%. Expanded markets of Monterey-Salinas and Fresno had much different results than what was observed in April: Monterey-Salinas 
ran the majority of TOS conversions at 68%, while Fresno earned just 31%. The Jones Family outperformed all other personas when 
comparing key metric indicators such as impressions, clicks and TOS115.

• All May video across social, OTT and YouTube ended on April 24th due to snow imagery being in the creative. With the shift from spring 
to summer creative, the high performing video removal caused social TOS conversions to fall by 60%.

Consumer Paid Media Executive Summary



























Consumer Paid Media Recommendations
• In future months, optimizations with audiences and keywords will be made to boost Paid Search 

and Display TOS conversions.

• Prepare to refresh Paid Search campaigns based on possible new domain purchase.

• With Instagram having the highest CPC and zero conversions, and Facebook having among 
the lowest CPC and most conversions, consider removing Instagram and reallocating funds 
into Facebook.



MCC Paid Media



• As budgets optimized towards the end of the fiscal year, MCC paced slightly slower in spend in May 
than in April.

• The May campaign reported 26,000 fewer impressions than in April.
• There were 16 TOS conversions earned in May compared to 50 conversions in April.

• Display earned 75% of total TOS conversions and Video/Social earned just 25%.
• Due to the minimal budget, Paid Social served very little impressions and generated very few 

conversions. 

MCC Paid Media Executive Summary



• MCC dropped 34 TOS conversions March - April and
saw a 62% increase in cost per TOS conversion.

• May experienced an overall slowdown in MCC 
traffic. This could be due to time of year and 
booking schedules. Optimizations are underway.

• CPC increased slightly by $.05, while total clicks 
decreased 137x to a total of 583 clicks.

• Display earned the most conversions by far, while 
Social and Video roughly split the remaining 
conversions.







• TOS conversion costs increased significantly in May, 
resulting in an additional $23 per conversion.

• With budgets slightly lower than April's and 
fewer TOS conversions, cost per conversion ran 
higher than the previous month. Optimizations 
will examine highest performing creative and 
impression distribution.

• Display Retargeting earned 75% of TOS conversions.









MCC Paid Media Recommendations
• While most key metrics look optimal for FB, the lack of impressions is due to lower spending levels. 

Plan for increased budget next year to hit optimal performance.

• Continue to monitor and adjust budget as the fiscal year closes at the end of June.

• Continue to optimize towards video clicks and conversions across YouTube, LinkedIn and Facebook.

• Consider removing Instagram from Paid Social as impressions are less than 5% comparing 
Facebook vs Instagram.



Website



Visitors & Sessions

• There were over 57K visitors to GoTahoeNorth.com in May. The slight downtick from last month was most likely due to a decrease in 
paid media and organic search traffic.

• The average session duration was 1:22 (industry average is 1 minute). Users and sessions were also up by 40% when compared YoY.

Source: Google Analytics May 1 – May 31, 2022



Sight Speed

Overall, compared to last year, there was a 13.2% decrease in average 
page load time and a 37.3% decrease in average redirection time. Faster 
load times provide longer page sessions and a better user experience.

Source: Google Analytics May 1 – May 31, 2022



Location

• Top states followed suit with paid media campaign target markets. 
• Arizona visitors were the most engaged with 2:16 average time on page.
• When looking at the top California cities, Los Angeles drove the most 

users to the website and Tahoe Vista and Los Angeles visitors were the 
most engaged.

By State By City

Source: Google Analytics May 1 – May 31, 2022



Top Pages Visited
• The homepage was a top driver of traffic 

following very closely behind was the Lake 
Tahoe activities/spring. Other informational and 
activities-based pages continue to be of interest.

• Users were most engaged with the road 
conditions page (4:00) followed by the 
webcams page (3:47).

• Demographics were primarily aged 25-44.

Source: Google Analytics May 1 – May 31, 2022



Channel Performance

• Organic Search brought in the most 
users to the website at 29K.

• Users coming to the website from 
Referrals (2:51) and Email (2:36) 
were the most engaged with the 
website.

Source: Google Analytics May 1 – May 31, 2022



SEO Traffic Performance

The number of users and sessions decreased compared to April, 
but pages per session was up (15.5%) as was average session 
duration (20.2%). This trend indicates that the people who visited with 
the site were more engaged and stayed longer.

Source: Google Analytics May 1 – May 31, 2022



SEO Maintenance

• May Updates
• Fixed broken links (55 total)

• Deleted old pages

• Fixed events calendar plugin glitch

• Updated HTML for /dog-friendly page

https://augustine.egnyte.com/dl/KbxOWlRL2Y


Device

• Most users continued to visit the site from mobile with over 58% of total 
visitors.

• Desktop visitors were the most engaged with 1:57 average time on page 
and 2.41 pages per session.

Source: Google Analytics Apr 1 – Apr 30, 2022



Blogs

• Posted: 5/13

• Pageviews: 231 

• Time on Page: 4:09

• Posted: 5/4

• Pageviews: 78

• Time on Page: 1:07



eNewsletters
Two enewsletters were sent out during the month of May. One of them highlighted summer planning, 
working from nature and promoting mid-week travel.

The second promoted in-market events and activities like Clean Up Day, Made in Tahoe and the summer 
long music series.

Winning subject line: 
“Connect In Summer's 
Official Playground”

Sent: 5/10

Open Rate: 27.3%
(Industry Avg: 16%)

CTR: 0.83%
(Industry Avg: 1.6%)

Winning subject line: 
“Adventure Soars In 
Summer's Playground”

Sent: 5/24

Open Rate: 28.9%
(Industry Avg: 16%)

CTR: 1.2%
(Industry Avg: 1.6%)



CrowdRiff Insights

April 2022
(51.9% ER)

May 2022
(41.0% ER)



CrowdRiff Insights



Public Relations



PR May Recap

• Pitching efforts primarily focused on education around responsible travel during Memorial Weekend 
trips, sustainability, hiking trails and Clean Up the Lake news.

• Augustine and Visit California also partnered with influencer @suzionthemove, who shared North 
Lake Tahoe with her 64K followers.

• Secured three clips with estimated digital monthly visits of 7.49M and estimated digital 
coverage views of 115K.

https://www.instagram.com/p/CeBlM3aLRAg/


Media Relations Updates
• Proactive Pitch Angles/Media Inquiries:

• 4th of July Drone Show
• Via Ferrata Routes
• Responsible Travel During Memorial Day
• Mother's Day Getaway
• Sustainable Travel
• International Water Safety Day (May 15)
• California Tourism Month

• Highlights: AFAR feature on discovering Tahoe through hiking trails.

• Media Conversations:
• Top-tier outlets and various freelance writers including AFAR, Reuters, 

Backpacker



Earned Media Results

• Secured Clips: 3

• Est. Digital Monthly Visits: 7.49M

• Est. Digital Coverage Views: 115K

• Coverage featured the July 4th drone show, 7 best 
Via Ferrata routes in the US and discovering 
Tahoe through hiking trails.



Coverage Highlights Discover Lake Tahoe on Foot 
With These Incredible Hikes

The 7 Best Via Ferrata Routes in the US Fire Season Drives Demand for July 4 
Drone Shows to Replace Fireworks

https://www.afar.com/magazine/the-best-hikes-in-lake-tahoe
https://www.backpacker.com/trips/adventure-travel/the-7-best-via-ferrata-routes-in-the-us/
https://www.reuters.com/world/us/fire-season-drives-demand-july-4-drone-shows-replace-fireworks-2022-05-09/


FAM Tour: Social Influencer Recap

• Instagram Post:

• Things To Do In Lake Tahoe (Besides Hiking & 
Paddleboarding)

• Total Post Engagement: 14.2K likes; 100+ comments

• Social Media Following: 64K+

• Travel Dates: May 17-20, 2022

• Lodging: Mourelatos Lakeshore Resort

https://www.instagram.com/p/CeBlM3aLRAg/


Upcoming PR Initiatives
• Proactive media outreach pitching story angles focusing on mid-week visitation and responsible travel 

during summer season.
• Continue to partner with Visit California and Travel Nevada for relevant pitching opportunities and story 

ideas.
• Pitching efforts will focus on education: fire safety, keeping the wildlife wild and overall sustainability, 

promoting the traveler responsibility pledge.
• National Pet Fire Safety Day (July 15)
• Continue to vet media and influencers and coordinate fall FAM tours
• Send next Call for Content



Social Media



Facebook Overview
Data April May MoM

Audience 130,242 130,211 0%

Impressions 2,590,081 2,008,885 -22%

Engagement 56,390 67,685 +20%

• Content continued to promote spring activities and lodging.

• CrowdRiff continued to be used to source lifestyle and landscape images 
throughout the region.

• In May, there were just over 2M impressions and 13K post clicks. While 
impressions decreased, there was an overall increase in engagements which is a 
positive indicator that content is resonating well.

• The most engaged audience was women ages 44+. The highest reached locations 
included Los Angeles, Houston, Sacramento and San Francisco.



Facebook Top Posts
• Top Facebook posts included spring lakeside views.

• The post with the highest engagement rate featured 
a spring post with an image of the lake and 
a dock. Other engaging posts included a Know 
Before You Go post and a sustainability post.

• Facebook content generated 67K engagements and 
an overall engagement rate of 3.4% (benchmark 
0.30%).



Instagram Overview
Data April May MoM

Audience 83,722 83,748 0%

Impressions 1,310,956 324,428 -75%

Engagement 9,209 4,842 -45%

• Content promoted spring activities and lodging. Augustine also created 
custom content for spring.

• Content generated 324K impressions. There was a decrease due to 
boosted posts reaching less users at a lower frequency compared to 
April.

• The most reached audience was women aged 25-44. The highest 
reached locations included Reno, Sparks and San Francisco.



Instagram Top Posts
• Top posts included landscape views.

• An Earth Day post generated 1,157 
engagements and 25 saves.

• North Lake Tahoe's Instagram 
audience continued to engage daily 
with story and mention tags 
showcasing spring recreation.



Custom Content
• Custom content featured lakeside views.

• Augustine captured scenic videos to utilize for spring and summer 
reels.

• The reel generated 20K views and 1.5K engagements.



Twitter Overview
Data April May MoM

Audience 23,647 23,700 +0.2%

Impressions 19,201 12,317 -31%

Engagement 482 314 +66%

• Content continued to promote spring messaging.

• This audience increased this month, gaining 53 followers.

• Augustine will continue to provide news and updates on Twitter.



Twitter Top Posts
• Top Twitter posts included weather 

updates, food and spring content.

• The snow update post generated 67 
engagements.



CA Now Story
• Augustine continued to create California Now stories via 

CrowdRiff.

• The top story this month by was the Bear Safety story with 
514 impressions and 31% completion rate (benchmark 
34%).

• With upcoming giveaway challenges and summer in the 
region, we will continue to build out story content.



QR Code Tracking



QR Code Results

• To date, there have been a total of 390 total scans, up 75 from April. This is the 
largest jump since the launch of the Traveler Responsibility Pledge last year.

• The additional scans came primarily from the additional codes generated for 
print ads.

• The sandwich boards continue to be the number one source of scans with 254 
total.



Other Creative Projects



Creative Projects
• Summer Campaign – additional creative to be completed and pushed live with the remaining tactics in June.

• Continuing CA Now Stories for blogs and relevant Visit California topics with themes of family activities in June.

• Continuing to develop/update blogs monthly including topics of wildflower hikes, boating safety, TART Connect 
updates and fishing.

• Continuing to deploy enewsletters to consumer audiences and develop assets for MCC and Leisure newsletters.

• Executing new creative ideas and campaign activations including the campaign NLT + Me and NLT Challenge.

• Prepare Spartan deliverables in preparation for the event in September.



Industry Insights



Industry Insights
• While the rise of virtual meetings will likely slow the return of corporate travel, workers newly untethered from the office offer 

upside. Laptop-lugging leisure travelers are taking more trips, and adding days and dollars to those trips. More than half of 
these laptop luggers added three or more days to the duration of their longest leisure trip due to remote working. 
Working vacationers were more than twice as likely to increase the budget for their leisure trip as compared to 
2019. (Deloitte, “2022 Travel Trends Outlook”)

• COVID-19 is tilting the lodging landscape. By the 2021 holiday season, more than four in 10 rental travelers say they 
have been introduced to the accommodation type for the first time during the pandemic. Increased interest in alternative 
accommodations will likely continue to push hospitality providers to evolve. In summer 2021, 28% of rental travelers stayed 
at one for the first time during the pandemic. By the holiday season, the number rose to 43% of rental customers 
choosing a private rental for the first time during the pandemic. (Deloitte, “2022 Travel Trends Outlook”)



Industry Insights
• Many higher-income Americans have fared well during the pandemic, and they have led the charge back to travel. 

Over the 2021 holiday season, Americans earning over $100,000 a year were nearly twice as likely to travel as 
those with income under $50,000. If the cost of travel increases, this trend could strengthen, and challenge business 
models targeted at budget travelers. But deal-seeking exists at all income levels, and there are no signs that lower-
income Americans have lost their desire to explore. Higher earners are not just spending like they always have—
30% say they budgeted more for trips over the 2021 holiday season, compared to just 12% of lower-
income travelers. A large share of higher-income travelers attribute their expanded budgets to shifts that for many 
have been pandemic-driven: workplace flexibility and reordering of personal priorities placing more emphasis on 
experiences over things. (Deloitte, “2022 Travel Trends Outlook”)



THANK YOU


